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Conversation Analysis on Interaction during Tutoring Session

・How a learner provides a compliment response during the session

・Ways in which a pragmatics learning opportunity is co-constructed 

L2 Learner of Japanese Japanese TA



Overview

1. Literature Review on Relevant Research

2. Research Questions

3. Data and Participants

4. Analysis

5. Conclusion/Pedagogical Implications 



Pragmatics Teaching on Compliments

The “appropriate” compliment response type is determined by:

social/cultural norms, gender, relative social status, the referents
(e.g. Ishihara, 2011)

• Explicit Instruction on phrases and the underlying rules (e.g. Taguchi, 2015; Takahashi,2010)

• Awareness-raising activity (e.g. using films or journals) (e.g. Ishihara, 2007)

→ However, the complexity that is involved in compliment response within 
an interaction needs to be further explored and revealed in order to provide 
a more effective instruction.



Compliment from CA Perspectives

[Preference Organization of Compliment Responses]

The majority of compliment responses are neither straightforward 
acceptances nor straightforward rejections.

→ This mechanism of compliment responses has not been fully 
examined and is not reflected in our teaching.

Compliment → acceptance (avoid disagreement)
Compliment → rejection (avoid self-praising) 



L2 Pragmatics Learning outside the classroom

• L2 pragmatics learning has been examined in a wide-range of other 
contexts, including study abroad programs, international workplaces, 
etc. (Taguchi, 2015).

→Almost none of the previous studies focus on how pragmatics 
learning occurs. 

・Interaction
・Study Abroad
・Explicit Instruction

・Improved test scores
・Change in language use

???

Cause Effect



Research Questions

1) How does responding to a compliment (assessment) become relevant to 
the ongoing talk and get managed during tutoring session?

2) How is the way in which a learner responds to a given compliment oriented 
by other participants and further turned into a learning moment?



Data

• Data Collection: Video-recording (approx. 10 hours)

• Single case analysis on one particular segment 

• Elly: a Korean female intermediate-level learner of Japanese 

*(Taking 3rd semester Japanese at the time of the recording.)

Kasumi: the TA that tutors Elly during office hours

Shun: another TA whose L1 is Japanese

Mark: another TA whose L1 is English 



Desk1 Desk2 

                   [Elly]               [Kasumi] [Shun] 

 

 

Video camera [Mark] 

Desk3 Desk4 

 



Elly reads aloud a textbook passage

Kasumi provides feedback

Elly focuses on a specific word or phrase 

Elly Kasumi

Pronunciation Practice 



Response

Elicitation

Assessment

1

2

3

Elly has been struggling to pronounce a combination of the word “nihon” + the particle “e” 



Positive Assessment

Positive Assessment/Compliment

Deflection

Acceptance

Avoid self-praising 

Avoid disagreement

Positive Assessment



Positive Assessment

Upgraded Positive Assessment

Positive Assessment



Positive Assessment

Positive Assessment/Compliment

Acceptance
of the supportive action

Positive Assessment



Negative Feedback

Providing Account

Acceptance/Correction

Apology



Initiation of a “phrase search”

Candidate Phrase

Negative Feedback



Storytelling:
The use of past experiences to 

specify a “context” 

Re-initiation of a “phrase search”



Display of understanding in a question form

Both shift their gazes toward Shun



Candidate phrase

Enactment

Explanation



Candidate phrase

Added Explanation

Explanation



Conclusion 

1) A different response to a given compliment becomes relevant as the 
TA provides multiple positive assessments on Elly’s pronunciation.

→ “During interaction, pragmatic [appropriateness] is not fixed or     
pre-determined; it is contingent and emergent.” (Taguchi, 2018)

2)  The learner utilizes various local and nonlocal resources, past   
learning experiences, to facilitate a phrase search and specify the 
searched item, which process is co-attended by all the participants. 

→What Elly has achieved, essentially, is the diversification of 
linguistic repertoires that can be utilized to more effectively 
carry out a specific action in a given context.



中級の日本語：第１課

Rejection

Pedagogical Implication and Application



Thank you!



げんき１：第１２課

Deflection:
Shifting the credit



Other Implications for Language Pedagogy

• Storytelling as a means to facilitate an awareness-raising activity

→ the use of past experiences can facilitate discussions 
concerning pragmatic issues that came up in that past but did 
not get resolved at that time

• The role of “non-native” teachers

→ L2 teachers are more likely to provide negative feedback on 
pragmatic aspects of a learner’s language usage (?)

→ equal status as learners 


